New crowdsourced service connects
small parcel shippers with travelers

Airmule offers peer–to–
peer express shipping, pays
travelers to fly

CREATING BUZZ AROUND THE ‘UBER’ OF SHIPPING APPS
Airmule is a peer-to-peer express
shipping platform that positions itself
as the Airbnb or Uber of personalized
package shipping. The company has
users who are ‘shippers’ wanting
to send a package to a particular
destination, and ‘mules’ who carry
the package as part of their luggage
allowance (in the suitcase or as hand
luggage depending on the fragility /
size of the item(s).

APPS DOWNLOADS JUMP
DUE TO MEDIA COVERAGE:
According to Airmule, its user base
more than doubled as a direct
result of a broad swath of media
coverage.

The challenge: After Airmule announced its signature app, the first to connect
shippers with travelers, the company wanted to promote the product to prospective
users via local, national and international media. The company also needed to initiate
another round of funding for continued development. Voxus was tasked with gaining
6-8 pieces of significant media coverage to elevate Airmule’s visibility, despite the
fact that the app was still in beta and had been announced prior to outreach. The
company faced another significant challenge: overcoming public fears of carrying a
strange parcel onto an airline flight by explaining how the service works.
WHAT I F WE COU LD FI N D RE PORTE RS
PRE PARI NG TO TR AVE L?
The idea: Voxus quickly solicited interest from bloggers and editors for business,
tech and travel trade pubs to actually try the Airmule app. Two journalists did, in fact,
have travel plans and agreed to demos using
their actual trip details to see if a nearby shipper
was requesting service.
TOP TI E R M E DIA COVE R AG E ,
F ROM LOS ANG E LE S TI M E S
TO LON E LY PL AN ET
The solution: After helping Airmule overcome editorial skepticism, Voxus coordinated
successful interviews that resulted in two dozen
pieces of original coverage. Significant stories
appeared in outlets such as the Associated
Press, Los Angeles Times, Lonely Planet,
Forbes and the Consumerist.
Coverage in Forbes
Coverage in Lonely Planet
Coverage in Los Angeles Times
Coverage in The Marketing Sage
SEE MORE AT VOXUSPR .COM

